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Videos are processed in blocks:

1. Projection Module is responsible for the computation of the GCKs projections. Information included in the 
bank of results are then represented globally by means of two pooling strategies (max and average
pooling). 

2. Segmentation Module combines spatio-temporal information gathered from MaxPool and AvgPool
(location, temporal development and direction of motion) and produces a segmentation mask of the 
moving object.

3. Dictionary Module takes in input spatio-temporal projections of the detected area in order to:
a) Generate a dictionary of common features [only for the training set]
b) Express each block as a histogram of atom frequencies
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To sustainable Computer Vision
where a single source of information
is efficiently computed and
exploited to gather details at
different granularity about motion
occurring in a scene.
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From biological perception systems
able to quickly process huge
amount of visual information
focusing the attention on relevant
part of the scene for a deeper
understanding.

Family of filters able to approximate any desired kernel that also comes with an efficient projection scheme.

Filtering an image with a set of GCKs means that, after the first convolution, we are able to obtain the same
result with a fixed number of summation per pixels (instead of a number of multiplications that depends on 
the size of the kernel).

Given a set of M Gray-Code Kernels and a kernel of size nxnxn:
 Classical full 3D convolution will require

M (n3) multiplications per each pixel
 Separable full convoltions will require

M (3n) operations per each pixel
 GCKs projection scheme will require

one full convolution + (M-1) 2 summations per pixel

Human Action Classification

Weizmann Dataset full-body movement, fixed camera
SVM model + Gaussian Kernel

Salient motion detection and segmentation

SegTrackv2 dataset includes videos representing challenging Computer Vision scenarios (motion blur, 
complex deformations, occlusions and slow motion). Video can be categorized wrt camera movement.
We compared the ability of detecting and segmenting salient motion in a video of our pipeline with respect
to classical motion detection video: 
• Gunnar-Farneback Optical Flow 
• SIFT based Optical Flow
• Background subtraction

Table below shows invariance with respect to camera motion achieving the best results both at pixel level
and at bounding box level.

Visual Saliency

State or quality of an item by which it stands out from its neighbors. 
Neuroscience identified saliency mechanism for a number of classes of 

visual stimuli that include color, orientation, depth and motion.

Notion of «center-surround differencing».

Motion detection

Low-level Computer Vision task that has the aim of identifying moving
objects in image sequences. Typical first-step in many high-level pipelines

in video surveillance, robotics, autonomous driving fields.
Most famous algorithms

(background subtraction, change detection, optical flow)
rely on pixel-intensity changes in time.

The Gray Code Kernels

Representation pipeline

Experimental results

Accuracy

Bend 88.63

Jumping Jack 97.75

Jump 69.23

Jump on the spot 82.48

Run 77.04

Side run 59.22

Skip 54.20

Walk 92.68

Wave (one hand) 92.52

Wave (two hands) 95.95

Mean accuracy 80.97


